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Abstract Recommender systems are an integral part of many of today’s major web
sites and online services and they widely exert their influence on which content users
come across in the online world. From an organizational and economic perspective,
recommender systems are designed to increase the quality of matches between users
and items or content and this way create value for the different stakeholders. They
do so, for instance, by reducing consumers’ information overload or by helping
to improve business-oriented performance indicators. However, notwithstanding of
the actual achievement of concrete goals or targets, recommender systems have an
impact on users’ choice behavior as a matter of principle.
In this chapter, we first review the various ways recommender systems create value for
different stakeholders and also discuss the possible risks and the potentially negative
impacts of using such systems. We particularly focus on the organizational and
business-oriented perspective by reporting how practical systems are evaluated and
which effects have been observed in real-world deployments. In the final section of
this chapter we discuss the limitations of academic research practices and emphasize
the need to expand our research approaches to be able to address problems that are
highly relevant in practice but still under explored in academia.1

1 Introduction

Automated recommendations are nowadays part of many websites and online ser-
vices, and they are often a central part of the overall user experience, such as on
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e-commerce and media streaming sites. The content we come across in the online
world is therefore often highly individualized. The applied personalization strategy
is usually centrally determined by the recommendation service provider who tailors
its own content to consumers.2

The challenge therefore consists of striking a balance between economic-oriented
goals such as conversion rates, increased sales, or customer retention and keeping
users happy with personalized and tailored offerings [41, 69]. A commonly men-
tioned goal of a recommender system for the latter aspect is therefore to help users
find items of interest in situations of information overload. This is according to
literature typically assessed by its capability to accurately predict the relevance of
individual items for individual users. As Abdollahpouri et al. [1] thus noted, in
the best case, a recommender system therefore creates value for the consumers and
potentially even further stakeholders while being economically sustainable for the
service provider.

Independent of such specific goals and their achievement, recommender systems
influence the users’ choices and their behavior as a matter of principle. In particular
in cases where the recommendations are central to the user experience of the service,
a large fraction of the observed interactions stems from recommendations. This is,
for instance, the case for recommendations at YouTube or Netflix [19, 30]. These
fractions can even grow due to self-enforcing cycles in case most of the content that
users come across during browsing has already been pre-filtered and personalized in
one way or another.

The use of recommender systems therefore also bears some risks and can poten-
tially even lead to negative and undesired effects, such as reinforcing extremist or
unhealthy behavioral and consumption patterns. For instance, a hypothesized radi-
calization pipeline leading users to more extremist video content at YouTube [63],
or suggestions of a food recommender that would mostly relate to unhealthy dishes
[22].

In this chapter, we review the possible values and the impact of recommender
systems for different stakeholders. We consider both organizational and business
value (e.g., in terms of increased sales or customer retention) as well as different types
of consumer value (e.g., in the form of reduced search efforts or better decisions), and
we describe additional ways in which recommenders may positively or negatively
impact the behavior of consumers.

Next, in Section 2, we first discuss the different purposes a recommender can serve
and in which ways such a system can thereby create value for different stakeholders.
Furthermore, we sketch potential risks that can derive from the use of recommenda-
tion technology. Section 3 then discusses how the impact of recommender systems
is currently measured, with a particular focus on measures that are used in practice.
Finally, in Section 4, we reflect on our predominant research approaches in academia,
where we often largely abstract from the aforementioned general goals and therefore
are only partially capable of quantifying the potential impact. Based on this dis-

2 This is termed a provider-centric strategy in [5].
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cussion, we correspondingly outline potential ways towards more impact-oriented
research methodologies.

2 Stakeholders and Value Drivers of Recommender Systems

While a recommender system is effective whenever it creates some utility or value
for one of its stakeholders, the focus of the research literature lies mostly on demon-
strating the potential value of recommender systems for consumers, i.e., for those
receiving recommendations. Correspondingly, the extent of value creation is mostly
assessed in terms of consumer-oriented measures, such as the assumed capability
of a recommender system to help users finding the most relevant items in their
particular situation. However, we argue that recommender systems are applications
residing in the core of many e-commerce business models since they are primarily
concerned about exploitation of information and matchmaking on virtual markets.
Therefore, the impact and created value of recommender systems cannot only be
seen from a pure consumer or user perspective, but there are effects on all involved
stakeholders. For instance, depending on the pursued recommendation strategy not
only the satisfaction of the receivers of recommendations, but also the profitability
of the platform or the sales distribution among the items in the product catalog will
be potentially impacted. Moreover, the strategy will also have long-term effects on
the perception of the integrity and benevolence of the recommendation system itself
[9], which in turn will moderate its impact. Therefore, after shortly describing the
stakeholders of recommender systems, we will introduce the value driver model
of e-commerce business models [6] to structure the discussion on the impact of
recommender systems in this chapter.

2.1 Stakeholders of Recommender Systems

For every recommender system, there are at least two different types of stakeholders
[1]. There are (i) the consumers or users who receive the recommendations, and
(ii) the organization that provides the recommendations as part of their service.
The differentiation between these stakeholders is important. While a recommender
system should in the best case create value in parallel for all involved stakeholders,
there might be competing goals involved in the process. In other words, the best
recommendation for consumers, e.g., one that helps users discover novel things,
might not be optimal for the provider, for instance, in terms of generated short-term
revenues.

In Table 1, we sketch four types of possible stakeholders, see also [39]. Besides
consumers and recommendation service providers, we also identify suppliers and
society. Suppliers are the providers of item offerings that can be recommended to
users. Such suppliers could be content creators, manufacturers, service providers, or
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also retailers who use the platform of the recommendation service provider for their
business activities.

Table 1 Stakeholders of Recommender Systems

Stakeholder Description

Consumers Consumers are the end users of recommendation systems, and their
behavior is potentially influenced by the system’s recommendations.

Recommendation Service
Providers

These are organizations that provide the recommendations as part
of their services. They invest in recommendation technology and
are the ones in control of the system.

Suppliers These are organizations that provide (some of) the products or ser-
vices that are recommended to consumers. The recommendation of
their offerings can, for instance, influence the overall demand on the
market.

Society Depending on the size of the population of end users, recommender
systems like on news or social media platforms, can have effects
on parts of society as a whole. Note that the impact on society
may be more than the aggregate impact on individuals, e.g., when
the directly affected consumers act as multipliers of opinions in a
society.

For some applications, no external suppliers might be involved at all, or their
interests might not be taken into account in the design of the implemented recom-
mendation strategy. In other scenarios, however, considering the supplier interests
in an appropriate way may represent a central problem when designing the recom-
mendation service. This is in particular the case when the recommendation service
provider acts as a platform between different suppliers and consumers.

In the travel and tourism domain, for instance, websites of hotel booking platforms
often have a recommendation component integrated. The interest of the suppliers—
e.g., hotel chains or individual property owners—is to be frequently included in
these recommendations, assuming that being listed leads to more sales. In case
of suppliers being hotel chains, they might even have specific preferences which
hotels are recommended, such as one with an overcapacity during a particular period
of time. The recommendation service provider’s interest might, in contrast, be to
push those hotels where the expected profit margin or commission is highest. The
consumers’ interest, finally, is to find a hotel that best matches their preferences
and interests. The recommendation service provider therefore may have to consider
all these interests in parallel. Not considering the consumers’ interests to a large
enough extent may lead to a limited acceptance of the recommendations and to low
conversion rates; resulting in reduced revenues/profit in the short-term and a loss in
credibility and impact in the medium and long-term. Not considering the supplier’s
interest might, on the other hand, lead to a dissatisfaction on the supplier’s side in
the long run.

Finally, society as a whole can be another stakeholder that may at least indirectly
be affected by recommendations. Today, there are various online services with an
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enormous reach, including social media sites such as Facebook or Twitter, news
aggregation sites like Google News, or media platforms like YouTube. The selection
of the content presented on such sites may have significant effects on the users’ view
of the world, e.g., in terms of political questions, potentially leading to phenomena
of filter bubbles or the broad dissemination of fake news.

2.2 Value Dimensions of Recommender Systems

The value driver model [6] of e-commerce business models was developed to depict
the value-creating transactions by networks of business actors on virtual markets.
It basically clusters the value driving aspects of e-commerce business models into
four groups: efficiency, complementarities, lock-in and novelty. Efficiency generally
refers to savings in transaction costs or time due to speed gains, scaling effects
and the reduction of information asymmetries on virtual markets. Complementar-
ities represent synergy effects due to the combination of different sales channels
or product catalogs which creates additional opportunities such as cross-selling of
items or follow-up sales offers to customers. Lock-In effects are creating value due
to customer retention deriving from the avoidance of switching costs or positive
network externalities. The latter derives from network connections and the joint use
of services. For instance, the fact that collaborative filtering systems become more
accurate when exploiting more data and from larger groups of users is an example
for such a positive network externality. Finally, novelty stands for new architectural
configurations and opportunities that would have been unfeasible on non-virtual
markets. In the following, we structure the reported value contributions of recom-
mender systems according to these aforementioned categories of the value driver
model. As can be seen, recommender systems are making contributions with respect
to all value creating aspects of e-commerce business models.

2.2.1 Efficiency

One pillar for e-commerce success is the reduction in information asymmetries
between buyers and sellers due to the up-to-date and abundant availability of infor-
mation with an enormous reach and at nearly zero cost. Recommender systems may
help to counterbalance the resulting potential overload of information by primarily
creating transparency by (relatively) unbiased information offerings, lowering con-
sumers’ information search costs and facilitating their decision processes as enlisted
in Table 2. However, the impact on users’ decision processes is always moderated
by the concrete domain and the properties of products as Lee and Hosanagar [53]
demonstrated in their large-scale e-commerce study. According to their results utili-
tarian and experience products, for instance, enjoy a higher lift in awareness due to
recommendations as compared to hedonic and search product categories.
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Table 2 Efficiency and the Value of Recommender Systems

Inform in a balanced way: A recommender system can be tuned to ensure that the recommendations
are not biased, e.g., towards certain items or content supporting only one particular opinion.

Help users find objects that match their assumed short-term intent and context: Recommend items
that are relevant in the ongoing user session, sometimes even without long-term preference
information.

Help users find objects that match their long-term preferences: The most explored problem in the
literature. Assumes the existence of long-term user profiles, e.g., in the form of a user-item
interaction matrix.

Improve decision making: Decision making can be improved, e.g., by reducing choice difficulty
and pre-selecting a small set of options; better choices and choice satisfaction can also be
supported by explanations.

Establish group consensus: In a group recommendation scenario, the purpose of the system can be
to make suggestions that are agreeable for all group members.

Cost savings: Recommender systems allow providers to automate the sales-advisory function at
large scale and with zero marginal costs.

Real-time transparency: Recommender systems allow providers to observe in real-time the imme-
diate effects of their automated sales advisory.

Due to the networking of consumers the support of decision making processes
may not only target single consumers, but can even address the decision making
of groups of users such as in [56]. From the provider perspective the efficiency
gains of recommendation technology are primarily in cost savings by automating
the traditional sales advisory function being naturally inherent to offline distribution
channels like retail or personal selling. In this respect, the recent advances in nat-
ural language processing also initiated current research efforts towards chat-based
recommendation approaches [60, 36, 56]. For reasons of completeness, however, it
needs to be mentioned that the provisioning of recommendation services also incurs
some operating costs. Therefore, Goshal et al. [29] made a theoretical analysis on
the optimal strategies of consumers that would need to make their choice between
personalizing and non-personalizing firms under competition. One of their outcomes
is that consumers would weight in lower prices of non-personalizing firms against
higher fit costs. Therefore one of their main results is that also the prices and profits of
a non-personalizing firm are impacted by the competitor’s recommendation system.

Furthermore, the real-time transparency of consumer search also—at least
hypothetically—enables providers to immediately react to recent trends and eventu-
ally influence them by adapting the recommendation strategies. Since assumptions
about purposeful biasing of recommendation agents would undermine consumers’
trust in these systems, no research in this respect has been performed or at least
reported.

2.2.2 Complementarities

The ease of integrating diverse and enormously large product catalogs and service
offerings in online marketplaces enables the exploitation of synergies in sales. Again,
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recommender systems are therefore a central cornerstone in many e-commerce busi-
ness models to exploit these complementarity effects as summarized in Table 3. Like
in the efficiency dimension, a large number of consumer-centric value aspects have
been described. Again, however, only anecdotal evidences on generated revenue
gains of providers have been made public or scrutinized further in recommender
systems research.

Table 3 Complementarities and the Value of Recommender Systems

Enable item “discoverability”: A recommender system can help users discover items in the catalog
they were not aware of. This can lead to increased demand over time, but also to more
engagement.

Help consumers explore or understand the item space: Sometimes users are not aware of the
available options. A recommender system can be tuned to show a diverse set of options.

Create additional demand: One typical goal of recommendations is to point users to additional
items in the catalog, e.g., to stimulate cross-sales. This can lead to increased demand both in
the short and in the longer term.

Show alternatives: Relates to the previous aspect. A recommender system can present alternatives
in the context of a reference (currently viewed) item.

Show accessories: Instead of alternatives, a recommender can point users to accessories of given
reference items.

Recommend in sequence: Create a logical continuation of previously observed user interactions,
e.g., recommend next place to visit or next music track to listen to.

Actively notify users of new content: A recommender might proactively notify users, e.g., through
push notifications, with a focus on novel content to stimulate consumption and interaction.

Revenue gain: based on generated additional business.

2.2.3 Lock-In

The stickiness or ability to lock-in participants is another core characteristic of
online business models. Recommender systems again primarily focus on consumers
or users and create value by personalizing their interaction experiences. Table 4
selectively lists reported value aspects of recommender systems. Technically this is
facilitated by exploiting users’ observed behaviors and data points and making the
system an indispensable virtual alter ego that would be lost when switching platform
or provider. This is analogous to the stickiness of traditional sales agents in retail
knowing their clients for years. Clients over time therefore recognize them as a form
of old friends whose viewpoints and recommendations they trust. A hidden value
from the provider perspective is therefore in particular the corporate knowledge
management aspect that becomes evident in the popularity of recommender systems
as an application domain for data science efforts.
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Table 4 Lock-In and the Value of Recommender Systems

Increase user engagement and activity on the site: User engagement is often used as a proxy to
gauge the effectiveness of a recommender system. When consumers interact with a service,
e.g., for music streaming, more frequently customer churn is expected to be lower.

Entertainment: A recommender system can be entertaining or emotionally satisfying, e.g., by
supporting discovery of new content in a convenient way.

Remind consumers of already known items: In some domains, it can be helpful to remind the user
of things they already know or have. The recommender might remind the user of the purchase
of consumables or show items the user liked in the past.

Provide a valuable add-on service: A recommender system can serve as a tool to differentiate the
provided service from competitors in the market. High-quality personalized recommendations
may lead to increased customer retention and increase the switching costs for customers.

Learn more about the customers: Personalized recommendations require the collection of customer
preference profiles and often a thorough understanding of the specific demands of certain
consumer groups. Providing a recommendation service might therefore contribute to a better
understanding of customers in general.

2.2.4 Novelty

Novelty and the innovation potential of e-commerce business models generally refers
to the introduction of new products or services or the establishment of novel process
models transforming and creating businesses.

Note, however, that with the novelty dimension we do not refer to recommender
systems being novel themselves, but that they potentially create novel opportunities
and business scenarios.

While recommending novel or previously unknown items to users has already
been mentioned as an example of value creation due to efficient information pro-
cessing on virtual markets, the purposeful influencing and biasing of consumers’ will
by persuasive recommendation and nudging strategies [74] can fall into this novelty
category as summarized in Table 5. Provisioning of automated recommendations
is nowadays commonplace, particularly in e-commerce and on media streaming or
(social) media sites. However, there still exists a number of potential application
domains where recommendation techniques are not yet widespread. For instance,
providing decision support in the domain of health and well-being, the potential for
innovating by inducing behavior change through recommendations is only starting
to be developed [65].

2.3 Risks of Recommender Systems

While recommender systems are designed to create value and have a positive impact
on consumers and organizations, there exist also certain risks that come with the use
of recommendation technology. In Table 6, we discuss examples for such risks.
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Table 5 Novelty and the Value of Recommender Systems

Nudge toward desired behavior: A recommender might stimulate certain desirable behavior at the
user’s side, e.g., with respect to healthy behavior, through nudging techniques.

Increase (short-term) business success and promotion of content: A recommender system can
be tuned to steer customer demand and to promote items that are favorable in terms of
business-related figures such as revenue or profit.

Change user behavior in desired directions: By pre-selecting the items in a recommendation list,
the choice set for the consumers can be reduced and certain items can be promoted. This may
effectively change the consumers’ behavior in desired directions, e.g., towards more profitable
items.

Compared to the analysis of the benefits of recommender systems, potential
negative effects have so far not been explored to a large extent in the literature. In
[13], for instance, the authors investigated the effects of a malfunctioning music
recommender system on consumer trust and behavior. Researchers from the field of
Marketing [10] looked at the potential negative monetary effects of recommending
the wrong items, such as items that consumers were already likely to purchase
anyway. Recommending such items limits the opportunities to promote other items
under the assumption that only a limited set of items can be recommended. The
aspects of privacy and fairness, finally, have obtained increased interest in recent
years in the recommender systems research community, see, for instance, [27] or
[12].

3 Measuring the Impact of Recommender Systems

In the previous section, value contribution and impact of recommender systems in
terms of the four categories of the value driver model have been presented. This
section will now elaborate on approaches to assess and quantify the impact within
these categories as well as their corresponding measures and Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). When seeing a recommender system purely as a machine learning
task its evaluation is typically focusing on accuracy related measures. However,
nowadays recommender systems research is coming to the conclusion that the impact
of personalized content and item recommendations need to be assessed from a multi-
disciplinary perspective with a plurality of methods and approaches [76]. Next, we
will therefore shortly discuss methodological aspects before moving on to the most
widespread measures in practice. They obviously focus on quantifying the value
created for providers given that the value needs to surpass or at least match the efforts
and investments. However, without creating value for consumers, no sustainable
value can be created for providers. Thus, when users are consistently satisfied by, for
instance, finding items of interest with ease, also the provider’s KPIs will indicate a
positive impact. Consequently, a longitudinal approach when quantifying the impact
will lead to more reliable results.
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Table 6 Potential Risks of Recommender Systems

Consumer Risks

Poor Decisions / Choice Dissatisfaction Ultimately, the pre-selection of items or the decision bias
introduced by a recommender system may lead to bad de-
cisions or to choice dissatisfaction.

Bad User Experience / Decision
Difficulty

If the set of recommendations is chosen in an unfortunate
way and, e.g., only contains very similar items, this might
in parallel lead to a poor user experience and an increased
decision difficulty for the consumer.

Biased Information State In case the presented options emphasizes one particular
range of the available options, the consumer might be left
with an incomplete and biased information state.

Privacy Recommendation providers may collect all sorts of user
interactions in a comprehensive way and try to connect the
information about users across services and sites. This may
endanger the privacy of consumers.

Organizational Risks

Loss of Consumer Trust When recommendations are—for an extended period of
time—not helpful for consumers or appear biased, they
might lose the trust not only in the recommendations but in
the organization as a whole.

Loss of Societal Trust In particular recommendations that appear biased or unfair
(e.g., appear to be only advantageous for the provider orga-
nization) may lead to a bad reputation of an organization
and a loss of trust by society as a whole.

Missed Opportunities / Financial Loss Recommender systems can have significant positive im-
pacts on organizations in terms of business-related figures.
A poorly designed recommender system might in contrast
lead to missed opportunities, due to a low value of recom-
mendations for users.

Societal Risks

Filter Bubbles & Echo Chambers Biased recommendations in particular on news sites or so-
cial media platforms may lead to filter bubbles and echo
chambers, where the presented information mainly reflects
pre-existing interests and viewpoints of individuals or user
groups.

Algorithmic Bias and Discrimination In some application scenarios of recommender systems, the
underlying algorithms may reflect or even reinforce uneven
distributions in the data, potentially leading to discrimina-
tion of certain user groups.

The academic literature identifies three main methodologies for evaluating recom-
mender systems: (i) field studies (A/B tests), (ii) user studies, (iii) offline experiments.
Field studies are run by recommendation service providers to test the effects of dif-
ferent recommendation strategies on their respective KPIs. We will discuss which
KPIs are widespread in industry and which insights were obtained from field studies
later in this section. User studies are typically executed in the form of controlled
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experiments, either in the lab or online. Here, the study participants are randomly
assigned to interact with different versions of a recommender system or they interact
with the system under different conditions. Typical goals of such user studies are to
assess the subjective quality perception of a system or of some of its components and
in order to understand how these perceptions might influence the future behavioral
intentions of users, see [49, 58]. Such studies often focus on user experience aspects
of recommender systems. We will discuss the need for more user-centric studies,
which also consider the provider perspective later in Section 4.

Offline experiments, finally, are purely data-based and do not require the active
involvement of users for their execution. Such experiments are by far the most
common ones in literature and we will focus on potential limitations of today’s
offline experimentation practices when it comes to the assessment of the impact and
value of recommender systems.

Most often, offline experiments are used to compare different algorithms in terms
of their capability of predicting held-out interaction or preference data. They build
on the underlying assumption that when an algorithm is able to rank the presumably
more relevant items higher in recommendation lists, the generated recommendations
will more likely better match users’ interests. Thus, algorithms with higher offline
prediction accuracy are supposed to also outperform their weaker offline comparison
partners in real-world settings.

However, assessing the impact of a recommender system based on offline ex-
perimentation is sometimes seen to be too simplistic and building on problematic
assumptions. It is, for instance, relatively straightforward to predict based on past
data that a lover of Star Wars movies will watch any new sequel being released.
Therefore, recommending a new sequel to this user may—even though the predic-
tion is perfectly accurate—not create much value, neither for the consumer already
knowing about the sequel and watching it anyway, nor for the provider who could
have promoted another content.

In terms of the evaluation measures, algorithmic research is strongly concentrated
on prediction accuracy, i.e., the ability of an algorithm to predict held-out data.
Evaluating recommendation algorithms in terms of accuracy is generally meaningful,
as discussed above. However, it stands to question (i) if the often small increases
in accuracy on selected datasets reported in research reports would truly make a
difference if these new algorithms would be deployed in practice3, and (ii) if the
results from offline tests are generally predictive for outcomes of deployed systems
[30, 41]. Furthermore, while some algorithms might yield good offline accuracy
results, the resulting recommendations may have other, undesired properties such as
a bias towards popular items generating only limited additional value for providers
[42]. Finally, an orthogonal problem in the context of offline studies seems to lie in
methodological problems in applied machine learning research, where we often only
observe an “illusion of progress” [32]. While the proposed models become more

3 One historical fallacy is that while in other application areas of machine learning, e.g., image
classification, every small improvement in accuracy may lead to an improved system, it is less than
clear that small improvements in prediction accuracy on past data have a positive impact at all with
respect to the effectiveness of a recommender system.
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and more complex, they sometimes actually do not outperform existing methods if
evaluated independently [7, 61, 24, 23], which potentially leads to a certain stagnation
in algorithm research.

In general, assessing the impact of recommender systems with offline experiments
alone has its limits. There are, however, a number of reports on successful real-
world deployments of recommender systems. Such reports typically summarize the
outcomes of field studies on newly introduced recommender systems or on two
system versions A/B tested in parallel. In the following, we provide an overview of
selected findings from real-world deployments based on the survey presented in [41].
This overview helps us to understand both (i) which measures and business-oriented
KPIs are used in practical environments, and (ii) which effect sizes are observed.

3.1 Value Dimensions and Measurements in Practical Applications

In field studies, relating the single value drivers to separately measurable effects of
the impact of recommendation applications is not always possible, since they cannot
be isolated and individually considered. For instance, streaming media providers
like Netflix or Spotify have business models based on flat-rate subscription fees. In
their case, an individual successful recommendation is not only a sign of an efficient
presentation of the enormous catalog space and effective decision making leading
to an immediate consumption, but also contributes to the lock-in of the particular
subscriber. Taken together this will also effect customer attrition and finally revenues,
even if it is not directly measurable. In other cases, e.g., in news recommendation,
it can even be difficult to assess in the short term if a recommendation was actually
a success. While clicks on recommended articles can be easily measured, we often
cannot be entirely sure if the consumer actually liked the content or not or if the
consumer would have actually read the article even when it was not recommended.

In Table 7 we relate the measures and KPIs to the value dimensions introduced
in Section 2. However, note that neither of the mentioned measures does exactly
capture and quantify the identified value contributions discussed in the previous
section. Let us consider, for instance, the Click-Through-Rate (CTR): it measures
that an item presumably caught the user’s attention and that it therefore serves as
a first and preliminary indicator for a successful match of either user’s short-term
or long-term interests. Such preference matching therefore relates to the efficiency
value dimension that facilitates to cope with information overloading by lowering
users’ search costs. However, while a click-through is a necessary precondition for
indicating a successful match of preferences it is not sufficient. For instance, also
some follow-up purchase or consumption (such as reading) would need to be observed
additionally in order to have a stronger indication of a successful preference match.
Furthermore, if we observe changes in CTR over time we could interpret them also
as a proxy for an increase/decrease in user engagement that is another value aspect
associated to the lock-in dimension. Thus, Table 7 must not be misinterpreted by
assuming that the enlisted measures holistically capture already all aspects of the
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discussed value dimensions. However, the dimensions have to be seen as a structuring
mechanism for the main types of measures as they are found in the literature [41]. This
emphasizes the need for further research to more systematically develop and define
measures that would also be sufficient indicators for the specific value contributions
of recommendations.

Table 7 Value Dimensions and Measurements

Value Dimensions Measurement

Efficiency Click-Through-Rate (CTR): measures how many clicks a recommen-
dation has garnered. Thus, the CTR indicates that recommendations
have been noticed and presumably influenced users’ choice due to
their timeliness and relevancy.

Efficiency Adoption and Conversion measures and correlates observed user
behavior other than clicks with recommendation success, e.g., when
users watch a certain fraction of a movie. Conversion rates measure
the fraction of users who take a desired action, e.g., submit a resume
after receiving a job recommendation.

Efficiency, Sales and Revenue: when recommendations lead to purchases,
Complementarities one can measure corresponding business-related figures such as

revenue, sales, or profit.
Lock-In User Engagement: Increased user engagement is often considered

as an indicator of customer retention. Engagement can, for instance,
be measured in terms of the number or length of usage sessions.

Novelty Effects on Consumption Distributions: Recommender systems can
lead to desired or undesired changes regarding sales distributions,
such as, increased sales of long-tail or already popular items. They
can also inspire users to consume different items than they would
without a recommender.

Our discussion will show that recommender systems can have substantial impact
on all these measures, but also that all these measurements have their limitations.
Relating measures to the value driving dimensions as done in Table 7 above, can also
help to recognize completely uncharted aspects, such as comparing, for instance, the
cost aspect of virtual sales advisory and automated recommendations with physical
in-shop encounters.

3.2 Click-Through-Rate

The CTR is a wide-spread measure used, e.g., in the domain of news recommenda-
tion. Results from real-world deployments are reported both for larger news aggrega-
tion sites like Google News [18], for business-oriented sites such as Forbes.com [48]
and for regional ones like swissinfo.ch [28]. Other domains where the CTR were re-
ported, sometimes in combination with other measures, including recommendations
of videos on YouTube [19] or the recommendation of similar offers at eBay [47].
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These studies typically report the effects of introducing a new recommender
system when compared to the existing one. In the news domain, the reported increase
of the CTR is often around 35%. In the study at YouTube [19], however, the difference
in CTR between two systems is as high as 200%. In another study at eBay, in contrast,
only a 3% improvement was observed [11]. The increase in revenue was however
higher (6%).

The huge differences in terms of the reported effects may be explained both by
the fact that the systems were deployed in different domains and, more importantly,
that different baseline algorithms were used for comparison. In [19], a personalized
algorithm for YouTube recommendations was compared to a non-personalized one
that recommends the most popular videos on the site to everyone. In [11], in contrast,
two more sophisticated techniques were compared, leading to smaller effects.

Independently from this problem of interpreting absolute numbers, using the
Click-Through-Rate as the only or main instrument for assessing the value of recom-
mender systems can be misleading. Often, the CTR mainly measures if individual
recommendations raised attention or interest in an item. The click counts however
cannot tell us if the consumers actually liked the item or if the recommendations will
increase the probability that the user will return to the site next time. Increases in the
CTR can sometimes also be achieved quite easily, e.g., through clickbait headlines
on news portals or by recommending items that are generally popular. Moreover,
the visual positioning of the recommendations can have a substantial impact on
the CTR as well, as reported in [28]. Here, a more prominent positioning of the
recommendation widget doubled the CTR in the short term.

Overall, optimizing for the CTR in the short term might in fact have negative
business impacts in the long run, when consumers repeatedly feel misled by the
recommendations or when the recommender system fails to draw the consumers’
attention to less popular items. Also, as reported in [78], there can be a trade-off
between optimizing item rankings for clicks and optimizing according to relevance
for the consumer.

3.3 Adoption and Conversion Measures

Adoption measures assess the commercial success of a recommendation in a way that
is more precise than CTR. In most cases reported in the literature, these measures are
specific to the application domain. In the video recommendation domain, providers
such as YouTube [19] or Netflix [30] measure the number of recommended videos
of which consumers watched at least a certain fraction. In other domains, various
types of user actions are interpreted as success indicators for a recommendation,
e.g., “add-to-wishlist” events, “bid-through” and “purchase-through” rates on eBay,
“cite-through” rates for research paper recommendations [8], booking requests on
tourism sites [75], or opened communications on a dating platform [71].

The improvements in terms of such measures are again difficult to interpret on
an absolute scale due to different measurement methods, baselines, and application
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domains. A/B tests sometimes indicate increases of a few percent in terms of the
“purchase-through” rate. In other cases, where the user action is not directly leading
to increased business value (e.g., “add-to-wishlist” events or “click-out” actions on
a marketplace [43]), the differences between two algorithms can be substantial,
e.g., 89% in the case of “add-to-wishlist” actions on eBay [47] or over 90% higher
click-through rate on tv programs [68].

Like for the CTR, the described adoption measures are often only proxies for the
business value. An observed “add-to-wishlist” event for a recommendation is not yet
a transaction, and one has to be careful not to overestimate the business value of such
events. In [40], the results of A/B testing various algorithms for the recommendation
of games for mobile phones were presented. The test included a variety of measures
including different conversion rates (e.g., recommend-to-purchase), click behavior,
game downloads, as well as actual purchases. Among other aspects, it turned out
that the number of item view events (i.e., CTR of a game’s detail page) incited
by a recommendation was not indicative for the ultimate business value, which was
measured in actually purchased games. In fact, even the stronger signal of a download
of a demo version was not a strong predictor, which means that some algorithms
created increased interest in certain items, but did not lead to a purchase at the end.

3.4 Sales and Revenue

Measuring changes in sales, revenue or similar business-related figures is the most
direct way of determining the business value of a recommender system. Such mea-
surements are common when the revenue of a provider is not based on a flat-rate
subscription model but on individual item sales or fee-based transactions. In such
situations, one cannot only measure the overall effects of different recommendation
strategies in an A/B test, but also which recommendations actually led to successful
transactions.

A few works in the literature exist that report the outcomes of A/B tests in
terms of such business-related measures. In [52], for instance, the authors compared
two recommendation algorithms—“view-based” and “purchase based” collaborative
filtering—with a baseline condition where no recommendations were provided to
customers of an online DVD retailer. The study revealed that the “purchase-based”
best strategy led to an increase in sales by 35% (“for those who purchase” [52]).
Interestingly, when the recommendations were solely based on item view events, no
increase in sales was observed compared to the baseline condition. These observa-
tions emphasize the importance of algorithm choice and at the same time give an
indication of the extent of missed sales opportunities when no recommender is used.

A much more modest, but still relevant increase in terms of revenue was reported
for the mobile game recommendation field study mentioned above [40]. In this A/B
test, the strongest increase was observed when a very simple content-based algorithm
was used, leading to an increase of 3.6% in sales. The study however also revealed
that different algorithms should be used in different navigational situations in order
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to maximize the revenue. Thus, even slightly stronger increases can be achieved,
e.g., when a switching hybrid strategy is applied.

A study that examined how context-awareness of content-based recommenda-
tions impacted business performance measures was conducted by Panniello et al.
[57]. They identified that the increased accuracy and diversity of the context-aware
recommendations for comic books positively affected trust in the system which in
turn affected purchases.

A number of additional studies in the literature focus on other e-commerce do-
mains like e-grocery or online book stores [66]. The overall direct effects of adding
a recommender system are often small, e.g., 0.3% in [20] or 1.8% in [51]. However,
there can be major indirect and inspirational effects, e.g., up to 26% in some cate-
gories [20]. An interesting observation is furthermore reported in [66], where sales
decreased significantly after the recommender was removed from the site.

Overall, we see a strong spread in the reported effects, from almost no effect
up to 500% increase in Gross Merchandise Value for a study done at eBay [16].
Comparing the absolute values reported in these studies is challenging because
the individual observed changes depend on many factors that are specific to the
application domain, business model, market situation etc. A typical limitation of
reported studies is that it is not always entirely clear if the observed effects would
last beyond the A/B testing period, which is often limited to a few weeks. Another
aspect related to the revenue impact of recommender systems is price sensitivity and
users’ willingness-to-pay (WTP). In this context Adomavicius et al. [4] determined
that online recommendations have a positive effect on the recipients’ WTP that
correlates with the predicted ratings. This effect was observed even in the case of
perturbed or manipulated rating predictions.

3.5 User Engagement

Discovery support, as mentioned above, can be a main functionality of a recom-
mender system, which in turn leads to increased user engagement and customer
retention. User engagement can be assessed in a number of ways, e.g., by the number
of visits to the site per month, by the number of consumed content on a media site,
or by the length of the individual consumption sessions and the number of particular
user actions in such sessions.

Various works in the literature report increased user activity on the site, e.g., in
the news domain [28, 48], where the visit lengths sometimes more than double when
a recommender system is in place. Substantially increased user activity levels were
furthermore observed in [21] and [46] for the music domain, where the number of
playlist additions was used as an indicator for user engagement. Additional examples
with increased user activity levels due to the presence of recommendation systems
can be finally found for social networks and platforms [67, 72].

In many applications, it is a reasonable assumption that higher engagement with
a service leads to repeated use in the future. However, the choice of the measurement
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that serves as a proxy for engagement can be crucial. More clicks (interactions) by a
user may, for example, not always be a good sign. Like in the evaluation of a search
engine, more interactions might indicate that the system was actually not able to
present something relevant to the user. A typical example in the recommendation
context would be recommendations that are explicitly designed for discovery, as
can be found on music streaming sites. Here, the best case is that the user who is
presented with the recommendation list, discovers a new artist and then leaves the
discovery module to explore this new artist. As a result, fewer interactions with the
recommendation list might indicate that the recommendations were actually good.

Given this need for interpreting the observations of user behavior, research needs
to more frequently draw a bow from the underpinnings of cognitive and psychological
science to the principled observations and experimentation in order to draw reliable
conclusions for algorithm and system adjustments as has been postulated in [76].

3.6 Effects on Consumption Distributions

Increases in sales and revenue, as previously reported, are often simply the result of
consumers buying more, e.g., due to cross-selling links provided by a recommender
system. Recommender systems may, however, also inspire users to consume different
things. Such changes in the distribution of consumption or sales of items can be
desirable for different reasons. On the one hand, there might be direct business-
related effects when using a price and profit aware recommender system. Such a
system might, for example, aim to recommend items that are both a good match for
the consumer’s preferences and at the same time are more profitable than other items
that could be similarly good matches [38].

On the other hand, there might be more indirect effects that come with changes
in the consumption distribution due to either enabling customers making new dis-
coveries or re-enforcing rich-get-richer effects [26].

Already the seminal paper of Resnick et al. [62] questioned if the peer groups
created by collaborative recommender systems will be permeable or fracture the
global village into tribes. 20 years later Hosanagar et al. [35] identified, at least for
the domain of music recommendations, that users consumed in general more and thus
also more commonalities among users arose due to the impact of recommendations.

In some application domains like e-commerce, a large fraction of the sales comes
from a relatively small number of “blockbuster” items, leading to a long tail of less
frequently sold items. Recommender systems have the potential to point consumers
to such long tail items and to help them discover parts of the catalog that were previ-
ously unknown to them, such as observed in [75]. In transaction-based applications,
e.g., on e-commerce sites, this can lead to the indirect effect of more sales in specific
categories as discussed above [20]. Such indirect and inspirational effects of recom-
mender systems were also found in the music domain [46]. Generally, supporting
discovery and driving customers away from blockbusters is often considered a main
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purpose of providing recommendations on media streaming services, assuming that
discovery leads to more engagement and, ultimately, continued subscriptions [30].

Finally, changes in the consumption behavior of users might also be desirable from
a societal perspective. The purpose of a recommender system might, for example, be
to entice healthier consumer behavior. In this context, the authors of [22] explored the
potential of nudging users towards more healthy dishes through recommendations.
Another goal may be to stimulate users to enrich their information consumption
behavior, e.g., by presenting news content that covers more than one opinion on a
controversial topic to avoid filter bubbles and echo chambers. The study of [25],
for instance, identified an increase of individuals’ exposure to news from their
less preferred side as well as a (modest) increase of ideological distance between
individuals when analyzing the news consumption behavior of 50K users based on
their browsing histories.

Generally, influencing short-term consumer behavior through recommendations
to some extent might not be too difficult in a number of application domains. This
is in particular the case when the system actually filters out certain options, which
cannot be chosen by the consumers anymore. Often, however, a main challenge
is to achieve positive long-term effects. Only recommending items that are highly
profitable but not too relevant for consumers might, for instance, result in increased
short-term profits, but lead to a loss of consumer trust in the long run.

4 Towards More Value-Oriented and Impactful Research

Our discussion has shown that there are different dimensions that drive the value
creation of recommender systems for their stakeholders. Given this richness, the
focus in academic research appears to be narrow. First, there is a strong focus on
algorithmic proposals mostly evaluated on historical data. This focus on accuracy—
although important—touches however only few value creating dimensions, while,
in contrast, questions related to the users’ experience or long-term effects of sales
distributions are underexplored [45, 39].

Generally, there is no doubt that industry has always picked up proposals from the
academic world and that they have successfully implemented and further improved
novel machine learning models to serve given organizational goals. A prominent
example is the use of matrix factorization techniques, which were explored already
in the late 1990s, became popular in the context of the Netflix Prize, and were later
broadly adopted in industry. However, as a result of the above-described phenomena,
the question arises if—despite the many papers that are published every year—major
parts of today’s academic research on recommender systems actually have a strong
impact in practice.

To be more impactful and relevant in practice, our research approach should
therefore be refocused on two dimensions.

1. In terms of the research scope, it is important to put more emphasis on the user
experience of recommender systems than on algorithms [50], acknowledging that
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most aspects of recommender systems cannot be evaluated without involving
users and without considering its context of use [44].

2. Regarding the research methodology, the focus on algorithms led to a certain
overreliance on offline experimental designs that are common in applied machine
learning research, but which are insufficient to assess the impact of a complex
information system like a recommender.

Clearly, it would generally be desirable that more academic proposals were eval-
uated in real environments. There are, however, a number of other research instru-
ments that are available, and there are several ways in which the research efforts of
the community could be refocused in order to be more impactful.

4.1 Recommender Systems Research with a Purpose

Looking at the research scope, many of the works published today—in particular
in the predominant area of algorithms—is not based on theory or explicitly stated
research hypotheses. Higher prediction accuracy of a machine learning model is
implicitly equated with progress towards better systems, even in cases where better
accuracy is only demonstrated by a very specific experimental configuration of
datasets, baseline algorithms, and evaluation procedures. In the midst of such a
“leaderboard chasing” culture [54], the fundamental and underlying question “What
is a good recommendation (in a given context)?” is too rarely asked [37].

As the discussions in Section 2 indicate, the same set of recommendations can be
useful or not, depending on the goals that one tries to achieve, the perspective that is
taken (e.g., consumer vs. provider), and the individual user’s preferences and context.
Therefore, when evaluating a recommender system, these surrounding factors and the
goal that one tries to achieve should be made explicit in order to ensure that the chosen
evaluation approach is appropriate [34]. In [37], a four-layer conceptual framework
is proposed to guide researchers, both in academia and industry, towards a more goal
and value oriented approach when designing and evaluating a recommender system.
We summarize the main layers of this framework in Table 8, where we also give
examples both from the consumer and provider perspective at each level.

Note the importance of making suitable choices at the lowest layer of this frame-
work, i.e., how the system is evaluated. The framework should help to ensure that
there is a “metric-task-purpose” fit, i.e., measuring if the system is actually able to
fulfill the goals it intended to serve. Today’s research far too often seems to focus
solely on the two layers at the bottom of the framework. The system’s task usually is
considered to help the user to “find good items” [34]. Moreover, how the evaluation
of algorithms is done is largely standardized, based on offline protocols and metrics
such as Precision, Recall, and RMSE. However, such metrics, while generally useful,
can only inform us about differences between algorithms in terms of item retrieval
and ranking performance, but not about the created value for individual stakeholders.
The proposed framework should therefore help researchers to look beyond the com-
mon “find good items” task and extend their research scope to the many other and
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Table 8 A Conceptual Framework for Goal and Value Oriented Research

Goals and Values At the top-most strategic level, it is important to understand or define
the goals of the system and which value it drives for which group
of stakeholders. From an organizational (provider) perspective, this
goal could for instance focus on recommending complementarities
and increasing revenues or on the lock-in value driver dimension
and customer retention. For a consumer, e.g., of a media service, the
value could for example simply be entertainment.

Recommendation Purpose Depending on these strategic considerations, the specific purpose of
the recommender system in this context has to be clarified, i.e., how
the recommender system can help to achieve the described goals.
If, for instance, one goal is customer retention, one purpose of the
system may be to increase the “discoverability” of specific items for
consumers and to thereby increase their engagement.

System Task At the next, more operational level, the question has to be answered
how the system or its components, e.g., an algorithm, has to be
designed to support the intended purpose. In case the goal is to
support discovery, an algorithm may try to intentionally diversify
the recommendations. This might involve prioritizing items that do
not have the highest consumption probabilities according to past
observations.

Evaluation Method The three upper layers finally determine how the system should be
evaluated. In the given example of discovery support, one could use
a combination of (i) computational metrics to objectively assess the
level of novelty of the recommendations, and (ii) subjective mea-
sures collected through a user study regarding, e.g., the subjective
perception of the recommendations and the participant’s intention
to use the system in the future.

more specific purposes recommender systems can serve, both from the perspective
of the consumer and the provider.

4.2 Utilizing a Richer Methodological Repertoire

Extending the research scope in the described ways, e.g., to consider the impact
of recommender systems on different stakeholders, requires a more comprehensive
methodological approach than we often observe today. First and foremost, recom-
mender systems are much more than retrieval systems. They exert influence on the
choices of users, and whether a recommendation leads to follow-up actions of users
or not depends on a variety of factors including individual decision heuristics and
biases. Therefore, various aspects of a recommender system can only be addressed
with research designs with humans in the loop, such as controlled experiments with
users or qualitative and observational studies. On the other hand, recommenders are
e-commerce information systems with a clear business impact and even implications
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for society, which is why we need appropriate evaluation methodologies to assess
these effects as well.

In the following, we will outline potential ways forward in terms of how we
can address and evaluate the sometimes complex interplay between consumers,
organizations, and information systems that is embedded into a societal context.

4.2.1 Evaluating with Humans in the Loop

When providing consumers with a recommendation service, we might ask ourselves
a number of questions regarding its value for the users, e.g.:

• How are recommendations perceived by users—do users actually find them
helpful?

• Do users find recommendations diverse and surprising enough—do they help
them discover new things?

• Would they appreciate more information justifying why certain items are shown
and others not—do users trust recommendations to be fair?

• Would they be interested in receiving more recommendations—would they use
the service in the future?

None of these questions, can be confidently answered without involving humans
when evaluating the system. Remember here that such user-centric questions are
also very important from a provider’s perspective, assuming in general that added
consumer value directly or indirectly leads to increased value for the operator.

Evaluating from a user-centric or human-computer interaction (HCI) perspective
has a long tradition in recommender systems research [50]. User centric research
is typically guided by explicitly stated research questions, e.g., to what extent users
would value a certain type of explanation. One main first challenge in such research
efforts usually is to develop an appropriate experimental design, e.g., a randomized
controlled experiment, that helps to reliably answer the stated questions. As a result,
user-centric research is much less standardized than typical offline experiments that
are conducted to compare the prediction accuracy of algorithms.

Nowadays, at least two problem-independent frameworks for user-centric recom-
mender systems evaluation exist [59, 49]. Researchers benefit from such frameworks
for their own works in different ways. These frameworks, for example, provide
validated questionnaires for various general quality dimensions of a recommender
system, and they also demonstrate how to use broadly-used statistical analysis tech-
niques like Structural Equation Modeling. Nonetheless, user-centric research remains
difficult and requires often more effort than offline experimentation in recommender
systems research in many ways. Research questions must be stated on theoretical con-
siderations, specific experimental designs have to be designed and defended against
reviewers, participants must be recruited that are at least representative for some
group of users, and finally there is not always consensus in the community regarding
which statistical methods are appropriate for the subsequent analysis.
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These difficulties may have led to a certain over-reliance on offline experimenta-
tion in our field. As a result, we observe that even though the number of research
questions that can be reliably answered with offline experiments alone is actually
small, such designs dominate the research landscape. While there are efforts to use
computational metrics to capture some of the aspects mentioned above, e.g., regard-
ing the diversity of a set of recommendations, many of the proposed metrics were
not validated with humans in the loop. It is, for example, less than clear if the many
metrics proposed for novelty, diversity, or serendipity actually correspond to the
human perception.

As a result, it remains important that the community focuses more on user-
oriented aspects of recommender systems. This is particularly important as there
exists a number of research works that indicate that offline metrics like Precision,
Recall, or RMSE do not necessarily correlate with the quality perception of users
[64, 17, 28, 55, 8]. The work of Adomovicius et al. [4] goes even beyond these works
by demonstrating in controlled behavioral studies that random recommendations or
recommendations that artificially increase the predicted rating lead to a significant
increase in the participants’ willingness-to-pay for the received song recommenda-
tions. Thus, even if in field research the ultimate goal of actual conversion or purchase
is reached, we still cannot be entirely confident that the actual recommendation was
accurately matching the users’ tastes. Here, multi-modal evaluation approaches may
be advisable that compare results from offline experiments with the user’s percep-
tions from a user study. With respect to the type of user involvement in evaluations,
note that researchers are not limited to randomized controlled experiments when it
comes to involving humans in the loop. Interviews, surveys, focus groups and various
other types of qualitative research methods are used in various other fields outside
of computer science, and should be considered in recommender systems research
more often as well.

4.2.2 Re-thinking Data-based Research

Despite their limitations, offline and data-based research will remain relevant in the
future and will not be limited to the assessment of computational aspects such as
scalability. Typical offline experiments that are done, e.g., regarding the prediction
accuracy of algorithms on historical data, can still serve us to identify algorithms or
algorithm variants that we may rule out from A/B testing. However, instead of asking
if a new machine learning model can outperform another one by a few percent on
given datasets in terms of accuracy, the focus should be shifted to different types of
questions. For instance, can we analyze in which ways the recommendations gener-
ated by one algorithm are different from those of another one? Evidence exists that
algorithms with the same performance in terms of accuracy often recommend very
different things to users [42]. Given the characteristics of such recommendations, we
may then ask questions if these differences are actually desirable from an organiza-
tional perspective. For instance, is recommending already popular items of interest
from the business perspective or not? A number of research works were published
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that go into that direction, including a variety of works that aim at understanding
aspects like diversity, novelty, or serendipity. Assuming that the used computational
metrics correspond to user perceptions, offline experiments can help us to compare
algorithms in these respects and to design new approaches that are able to balance
potential trade-offs.

A general limitation of existing offline evaluations is that often little is known
about the provenance of the data. Researchers in the domain of music recommen-
dations often base their works on listening logs collected from music services like
last.fm. In the e-commerce domain, on the other hand, datasets are often used that
contain user interaction logs like item views or purchase events. One major issue
with such datasets can be, for instance, that a recommender system or a personalized
filtering algorithm was already in place. Such additional attention biases exist both in
log-based datasets [14] as well as in rating datasets [3], and researchers have begun
in recent years to deal with such phenomena that ultimately lead to biased, and thus
not informative evaluation results, see, e.g., [73, 15]. In that context, new forms of
offline evaluation approaches have emerged in recent years, including “off-policy”
evaluation and “counterfactual reasoning” approaches [15, 31] that promise to lead
to results that are more reliable predictors of A/B test outcomes.

Another area where offline experiments could be further explored are simulations.
Almost all research today is focusing on short-term effects of recommendations, i.e.,
if a recommender is able to provide helpful item suggestions in the given situation. In
contrast simulation-based approaches, such as agent-based modeling, were already
successfully applied in other disciplines like managerial science [70]. Using such
simulation approaches allows researchers to investigate, for instance, longitudinal
effects of recommender systems such as potentially unexpected emergent agent be-
havior [77] or the impact on choice diversity [33]. These simulation approaches may
furthermore also be promising choices to analyze the effects of different recom-
mendation strategies in multi-stakeholder environments and eventually even make
predictions on societal implications.

Finally, we can often observe a tendency towards over-generalization from results
of offline experiments, such as one method being able to improve the state of the
art even though this is only shown for a very specific experimental setting. While
researchers are generally interested in generalizable solutions, it is very often imper-
ative to closely look at the data and consider the specifics of a domain or application
to reach reliable insights. Should we, for instance, in an e-commerce setting remind
customers of items they have already inspected in previous sessions? Should we
recommend them items that are currently on sale or trending in the community?
Answering such research questions often requires an analytical, data science ap-
proach to recommender systems research. In some cases, such analytical insights
can guide the design of domain-specific algorithms considering the characteristics
of successful past recommendations [43], or help to understand the business impact
of recommender strategies based on econometric models [2].
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5 Conclusions

This chapter introduced the different value driving dimensions of e-commerce busi-
ness models and used them to categorize and structure the various types of value that
recommender systems create for their stakeholders. In this chapter we reviewed the
most important studies demonstrating the strong influence recommender systems ex-
ert on the decision-making behavior of users as well as the potential risks that come
with them. While the business value of recommenders in general is undoubted,
deeper analysis on the specific value aspects and how to make them transparent
with adequate measurements is still in its infancy. The review on the most widely
used metrics revealed that they are only loosely related to the various value types
associated to recommender systems. Thus, this chapter might also stimulate research
to identify the blind spots of value and impacts that are not yet quantifiable with
metrics as well as incite efforts to develop more prescriptive advice for practical
settings. Furthermore, we found that today’s academic research on value and impact
of recommender systems suffers from a somewhat limited methodological basis.
An over-reliance on offline experimentation and accuracy measures raises ques-
tions on the impact of current research work in practice. We therefore argue that a
paradigmatic shift is necessary in how we evaluate recommender systems and outline
potential ways of re-focusing research in the field both in terms of research scope
and applied research methodology.
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